
Introduction to Linux



This guide has been created by three-time competitor and 2018 CyberCenturion winner,
Harry Suggett.

"I hope these materials will enable experienced competitors to improve their skills, as well as ease the learning
curve for new teams joining the competition."

This guide will give a brief introduction to using Linux with both the GUI and the terminal (command line on Linux).

In these materials examples will be shown using Ubuntu, however most skills are applicable to Debian, especially command line operations as Ubuntu is
Debian based (don’t worry if you don’t know what this means!).

If you have used a Linux distribution like Ubuntu before, you will probably know most of this already. Feel free to move on to the more in depth
documents on specific areas in Linux security.



Desktop
When you boot up and login to an Ubuntu virtual machine, you will be
greeted with a desktop that looks something like this.

This desktop GUI is from Ubuntu version 18.04 using GNOME (type of
GUI) and the exact layout may vary on the exact version you are using.

Applications
Ubuntu comes preinstalled with many applications, some of which
help with security, and some which open the computer to security
vulnerabilities or misuse.

Here is a selection of common apps in Ubuntu. We encourage you to
open some of them up and learn what they do, and how they work.



Terminal
A very powerful tool in Linux is the Terminal. The Terminal is the Linux
equivalent of the Command Prompt on windows (CMD).

The terminal works without any GUI, only operating with text
commands. 

The next slide will detail some common Linux commands that will be
useful to navigate the terminal when competing in 
CyberCenturion.



Terminal - Sudo
Some commands in the terminal require root privileges. 

If you are not logged in as root (which you never should be!), then you
can run a command as root by starting it with “sudo”. 

This is a bit like a Linux equivalent of “run as administrator” on
Windows.

[xkcd.com]

Useful Commands
“pwd” - This will tell you the directory (folder) you are in.

“cd cyber” - cd allows you to change directory (exactly the same as “cd” in
the windows command prompt), in this case to the directory called “cyber”.“

ls” - This lists the contents of the directory you are currently in (files and
directories)

“mkdir centurion” - This creates a directory. In this example it would create
the directory “centurion.

Try using these commands to create a new directory, show it is there, then
delete it.



Text Editors
There are two main preinstalled text editors in Ubuntu. 

One is the text editor (gedit), which is a graphical standalone text editor.

The other is nano, which is a terminal based text editor.

Which one you use to edit files is down to personal preference, but in this set of training materials we will demonstrate using gedit as it is more beginner
friendly.
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